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  QUESTION 121A company is preparing to decommission an offline, non-networked root certificate server. Before sending the

server's drives to be destroyed by a contracted company, the Chief Security Officer (CSO) wants to be certain that the data will not

be accessed. Which of the following, if implemented, would BEST reassure the CSO? (Select TWO). A.    Disk hashing procedures

B.    Full disk encryptionC.    Data retention policiesD.    Disk wiping proceduresE.    Removable media encryption Answer: BD

Explanation:B: Full disk encryption is when the entire volume is encrypted; the data is not accessible to someone who might boot

another operating system in an attempt to bypass the computer's security. Full disk encryption is sometimes referred to as hard drive

encryption.D: Disk wiping is the process of overwriting data on the repeatedly, or using a magnet to alter the magnetic structure of

the disks. This renders the data unreadable. QUESTION 122Identifying residual risk is MOST important to which of the following

concepts? A.    Risk deterrenceB.    Risk acceptanceC.    Risk mitigationD.    Risk avoidance Answer: BExplanation:Risk acceptance

is often the choice you must make when the cost of implementing any of the other four choices exceeds the value of the harm that

would occur if the risk came to fruition. To truly qualify as acceptance, it cannot be a risk where the administrator or manager is

unaware of its existence; it has to be an identified risk for which those involved understand the potential cost or damage and agree to

accept it. Residual risk is always present and will remain a risk thus it should be accepted (risk acceptance) QUESTION 123A

software company has completed a security assessment. The assessment states that the company should implement fencing and

lighting around the property. Additionally, the assessment states that production releases of their software should be digitally signed.

Given the recommendations, the company was deficient in which of the following core security areas? (Select TWO). A.    Fault

toleranceB.    EncryptionC.    AvailabilityD.    IntegrityE.    SafetyF.    Confidentiality Answer: DEExplanation:Aspects such as

fencing, proper lighting, locks, CCTV, Escape plans Drills, escape routes and testing controls form part of safety controls.Integrity

refers to aspects such as hashing, digital signatures, certificates and non-repudiation - all of which has to do with data integrity.

QUESTION 124Which of the following defines a business goal for system restoration and acceptable data loss? A.    MTTRB.   

MTBFC.    RPOD.    Warm site Answer: CExplanation:The recovery point objective (RPO) defines the point at which the system

needs to be restored. This could be where the system was two days before it crashed (whip out the old backup tapes) or five minutes

before it crashed (requiring complete redundancy). This is an essential business goal insofar as system restoration and acceptable
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data loss is concerned. QUESTION 125Drag and Drop QuestionA Security administrator wants to implement strong security on the

company smart phones and terminal servers located in the data center. Drag and Drop the applicable controls to each asset type.

Instructions: Controls can be used multiple times and not all placeholders needs to be filled. When you have completed the

simulation, Please select Done to submit.  

  Answer:   

  Explanation:http://www.mentor-app.com/ QUESTION 126Sara, the Chief Security Officer (CSO), has had four security breaches

during the past two years.Each breach has cost the company $3,000. A third party vendor has offered to repair the security hole in

the system for $25,000. The breached system is scheduled to be replaced in five years.Which of the following should Sara do to

address the risk? A.    Accept the risk saving $10,000.B.    Ignore the risk saving $5,000.C.    Mitigate the risk saving $10,000.D.   

Transfer the risk saving $5,000. Answer: DExplanation:Risk transference involves sharing some of the risk burden with someone

else, such as an insurance company. The cost of the security breach over a period of 5 years would amount to$30,000 and it is better

to save $5,000. QUESTION 127Which of the following concepts are included on the three sides of the "security triangle"? (Select

THREE). A.    ConfidentialityB.    AvailabilityC.    IntegrityD.    AuthorizationE.    AuthenticationF.    Continuity Answer: ABC

Explanation:Confidentiality, integrity, and availability are the three most important concepts in security. Thus they form the security

triangle. QUESTION 128Elastic cloud computing environments often reuse the same physical hardware for multiple customers over

time as virtual machines are instantiated and deleted. This has important implications for which of the following data security

concerns? A.    Hardware integrityB.    Data confidentialityC.    Availability of serversD.    Integrity of data Answer: BExplanation:

Data that is not kept separate or segregated will impact on that data's confidentiality maybe being compromised. Be aware of the fact

that your data is only as safe as the data with which it is integrated. For example, assume that your client database is hosted on a

server that another company is also using to test an application that they are creating. If their application obtains root- level access at

some point (such as to change passwords) and crashes at that point, then the user running the application could be left with root

permissions and conceivably be to access data on the server for which they are not authorized, such as your client database. Data

segregation is crucial; keep your data on secure servers. QUESTION 129Acme Corp has selectively outsourced proprietary business

processes to ABC Services. Due to some technical issues, ABC services wants to send some of Acme Corp's debug data to a third

party vendor for problem resolution. Which of the following MUST be considered prior to sending data to a third party? A.    The

data should be encrypted prior to transportB.    This would not constitute unauthorized data sharingC.    This may violate data

ownership and non-disclosure agreementsD.    Acme Corp should send the data to ABC Services' vendor instead Answer: C

Explanation:With sending your data to a third party is already a risk since the third party may have a different policy than yours.
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Data ownership and non-disclosure is already a risk that you will have to accept since the data will be sent for debugging

/troubleshooting purposes which will result in definite disclosure of the data. QUESTION 130An administrator wants to minimize

the amount of time needed to perform backups during the week. It is also acceptable to the administrator for restoration to take an

extended time frame.Which of the following strategies would the administrator MOST likely implement? A.    Full backups on the

weekend and incremental during the weekB.    Full backups on the weekend and full backups every dayC.    Incremental backups on

the weekend and differential backups every dayD.    Differential backups on the weekend and full backups every day Answer: A

Explanation:A full backup is a complete, comprehensive backup of all fi les on a disk or server. The full backup is current only at

the time it's performed. Once a full backup is made, you have a complete archive of the system at that point in time. A system

shouldn't be in use while it undergoes a full backup because some fi les may not get backed up. Once the system goes back into

operation, the backup is no longer current. A full backup can be a time-consuming process on a large system. An incremental backup

is a partial backup that stores only the information that has been changed since the last full or the last incremental backup. If a full

backup were performed on a Sunday night, an incremental backup done on Monday night would contain only the information that

changed since Sunday night. Such a backup is typically considerably smaller than a full backup. Each incremental backup must be

retained until a full backup can be performed. Incremental backups are usually the fastest backups to perform on most systems, and

each incremental backup tape is relatively small.  Braindump2go New Released SY0-401 Dump PDF Free Download, 1220
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